With UNI-Complete, we make centimetre accurate
surveying easy and affordable for everyone who
knows how to use a smartphone.

UNI-GR1

The most universal GNSS receiver. Receiving multifrequency GPS, Glonass, BeiDou, Galileo, and more to
get you a centimeter accurate position FIX with ease.

UNI-Cloud & Support

Gets your data from and to the field in no time. Your
universal cloud hub connects to your own tools with
the UNI-Cloud API and gives phone & remote support.

UNI-Connect

The most easy surveying software available. Working
on any device with a browser and WiFi and letting you
survey and stake-out like it's a game.

UNI-RTK Premium

With over 2,250 base stations all over the world, UNIRTK Premium gets you a mobile data SIM and all the
CM accurate correction data you need.

Pole, Tablet & Mount

The basics to get you going: a weatherproof Android
tablet, 2-meter survey pole, and mount for the tablet.

Free demo

We offer free (on-site) demonstrations! Send us an
email at sales@marxact.com and we'll be in touch!

Survey anything you want

Trees, pipes, roads, markings, cables, and more. In layers with names you
like and attributes you need. Store points, lines, or polygons faster than
ever before. Everything with centimetre accuracy.

Easy stakeouts

Just tick the point you want to stake-out on the map and follow the
directions. Getting close? Aim one circle into another and mark the spot.
It's as easy as playing a game!

Your data in local coordinates

Import and export data in your desired format. From complete 3D
AutoCAD drawings to all details in a CSV export. In local or global
coordinates, directly to and from the office with the UNI-Cloud.

Anyone can survey with centimetre accuracy

Everything you need at a fair price
With the UNI-Complete package you have all you
need to start surveying this week. Priced at € 4995,it includes all items mentioned below and makes
sure that you can do all your surveying work
yourself, with professional backup on your side.

UNI-GR1 GNSS Receiver

€ 2995,-

1 year of UNI-Cloud & Support

€ 750,-

1 year of UNI-RTK Premium

€ 750,-

Weatherproof Android Tablet,
Surveying Pole & Mount

€ 500,-

UPS Delivery & Video Training

€ 0,-

UNI-Complete, all of the above
€ 4995,-

Optional
Pick up with training at marXact offices
On-site delivery and personal training NL/BE
Without tablet, use your own device

€ 0,€ 250,- € 250,-

All prices are excluding VAT
UNI-Cloud & Support and UNI-RTK Premium are recurring subscriptions, each priced at €750,- per year.
The Tablet, Pole & Mount are only sold as part of the full UNI-Complete package, including all items.
UNI-RTK Premium is only sold at € 750,- as part of UNI-Complete.
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